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IN THE COURT OF JUDICIAL MAGISTRATE FIRST CLASS: BISWANATH CHARIALI 

GR CASE NO.: 292 of 2014 

 (U/S 387/506 IPC) 

 

    STATE OF ASSAM 

-VS- 

   1. SUMIT MAJHI 

     S/O LATE MAHESH MAJHI 

   2. NAKUL SATNAMI 

     S/O KARTIK SATNAMI 

      R/O   HALODHIBARI 

         BISWANATH          ………. ACCUSED PERSONS 

 

   PRESENT: SMTI. NEHA SAIKIA, LL.M., A.J.S 

ADVOCATE FOR THE PROSECUTION: SRI GOLAP HAZARIKA 

ADVOCATE FOR THE ACCUSEDS: SRI APURBA BORAH 

  

 EVIDENCE RECORDED ON: 11.01.2018, 09.03.2018, 30.08.2018, 17.11.2018 

            18.12.2018, 03.07.2019 

 ARGUMENT HEARD ON: 15.11.2019 

          JUDGEMENT DELIVERED ON: 21.12.2019  

             

     JUDGEMENT  

1. The brief story of the prosecution is that the Informant, Jainuddin Anchari lodged 

an Ejahar alleging that on 08.04.2014 at 7.46 PM, the Manager of ABC Brick 

Industry Sri Shyamal Mandal received a phone call from some miscreant who 

demanded his Rs. 50,000/- and introduced themselves to be member of AANLA. 

Again on 09.04.2014 also, the accused threatened to pay them the money or 

else they would kill him. Because of that the informant lodged this case. Hence 

is the case. 
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2. That on receipt of the ejahar the Officer in Charge, Behali PS registered a case 

vide No. 85/2014 u/s 387/506 IPC and the matter was duly investigated into. 

That on completion of the investigation, the Investigating Officer submitted the 

charge sheet against accused persons, Sumit Majhi and Nakul Satnami u/s 

387/506 IPC. 

 

3. The copies were furnished and particulars of offences 506 IPC  and formal charge 

u/s U/S 387 IPC was read over and explained to them, to which they pleaded not 

guilty and claimed to be tried. That during the course of evidence the prosecution 

examined 8(eight) witnesses. The accused were examined U/S 313 Cr.PC. 

Defence side declined to adduce evidence. I have heard the argument of both 

sides.  

 

4. POINTS FOR DETERMINATION:- The following points for determination arose 

before this court:-  

(i) Whether the accused persons committed extortion by 

demanding RS. 50,000 from the Manager of ABC Brick Industry 

by making him fear of death or grievous and committed an 

offence u/s 387 of IPC? 

 

(ii) Whether the accused persons committed criminal intimidation 

and threatened the Manager of ABC Brick Industry of dire 

consequences and committed an offence u/s 506 of IPC? 

 

5. DISCUSSION, DECISION AND REASONS THEREOF:- I have perused the evidence 

of all the PW’s in a very careful manner in order to find out whether the offence 

alleged against the accused u/s 387/506 IPC are proved against them. PW 1, 

Jainuddin Anchari deposed that on 08.04.2014 at 7.46 PM, the Manager of ABC 

Brick Industry Sri Shyamal Mandal received a phone call from some miscreant 

who demanded his Rs. 50,000/- and introduced themselves to be member of 

AANLA. Again on 09.04.2014 also, the accused threatened to pay them the 

money or else they would kill him. He however could not identify the accused 
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present in the dock. Ext. 1 is the Ejahar he lodged. In his cross-examination, he 

again clarified that he does not know who called Shyamal Mandal and demanded 

money.  

 

6. PW 2, Mahendra Rajput and PW 4, Naren Orang stated that they heard that 

Shyamal Mandal was called over phone and a man demanded him Rs. 50,000/- 

and threatened him of dire consequences, if he fail to do so. In their cross-

examination, they again clarified that they does not know who called Shyamal 

Mandal and demanded money. 

 

7. PW 3, Shyamal Mandal being the Prime and principal witness of this case. He 

identified the accused persons and stated that on 08.04.2014, he was called by 

a man who demanded Rs. 50,000 from his owner and also threatened to kidnap 

and kill me if I do not provide the money to him on 12.04.2014. He went to 

Bedeti to hand over the money along with Police and police arrested those two 

accused persons along with two mobile phones, Sim Card, TVS Motorcycle and 

one ATM Card from them. Ext. 2 is the Seizure List. However, he does not 

whether the persons arrested had called him. He saw them only when police 

arrested them at 3-4 PM when the accused were on their bike. The seized articles 

were not present in the court. 

 

8. PW 5, Sukanta Biswas, PW 6, Anil Keot and PW 7, Mintu Sarma do not have any 

personal knowledge about the incident they just put their signatures in the 

Seizure list (Ext.3) as per the direction of Police. 

 

9. PW 8, Manorajan Gogoi is the Investigating Officer in this case. He stated that 

after completing the Preliminary investigation, he found the accused guilty under 

the section 387 and 506 IPC. And hence he submitted the Chargesheet. His cross-

examination was declined.   

 

10. On perusal of the evidence-on-record, it has become so evident that there is no 

any evidence against the accused persons which could establish that the person 

who demanded money from Shyamal Mandal are the accused persons. Moreover, 
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no proper investigation was done by the concerned police officer to find out who 

made such call and also whether any such call was actually made. No phone 

number was tracked nor was it investigated into. As such, merely on the basis of 

the version of Shyamal Mandal, the accused persons could not be held guilty. 

The police did not arrest the accused at the time of committing any offence. 

Shyamal Mandal himself stated that police arrested them while they were riding 

their bike. At this point, how can the accused be held guilty when they did nothing 

as alleged. Moreover, the seized mobile phone of the accused was not send for 

any forensic examination. Only after examination, the actual truth would have 

come out.  

 

11. Even none of the PWs identify the accused persons. No one knows who called 

Shyamal Mandal. At this point, it creates a doubt to believe whether any such 

phone call and demand of money was actually made. As such, the accused Sumit 

Majhi and Nakul Satnami are held not to be guilty in this case. 

 

      ORDER 

 

12. Considering the discussions made above, it can be safely presumed that the 

prosecution has failed to bring home the guilt of the accused persons, Sumit 

Majhi and Nakul Satnami u/s 387/506 IPC beyond all reasonable doubt. Hence, 

they are acquitted of the said charges and set at liberty forthwith. 

 

13. The bail bond shall remain in force for the next six months as per provision of 

sec-437-A Cr.P.C. 

 

14. Judgment is prepared in separate sheets, delivered in open court in presence of 

both the parties.   

Given under my Hand and Seal of this Court on this the 21st day of December, 

2019.  

             (Smt. Neha Saikia)  

Judicial Magistrate First Class,        

Biswanath Chariali 
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                         APPENDIX  

Prosecution Exhibits:  

Ext.-1 -   FIR  

Ext.- 1(1)-    Signature of PW 1 

Ext.-2-   Seizure List  

Ext.-2(1)-   Signature of PW 3 

Ext.3-     Seizure List 

Ext.-3(1)/(2)(3)-   Signature of PW 5/PW 6/PW 7 

 

Defence exhibits: None  

Prosecution Witness:  

PW 1-    Jainuddin Anchari 

PW 2-    Mahendra Rajput 

PW 3-    Shyamal Mandal 

PW 4-    Naren Orang 

PW 5-   Sukanta Biswas 

PW 6-   Anil Keot 

PW 7-   Mintu Sharma 

PW 8-   Manoranjan Gogoi 

Defence witnesses: None  

      

     (Smt. Neha Saikia)  

Judicial Magistrate First Class,        

Biswanath Chariali  
 


